
 

      

 

The Times of India’s The Speaking Tree: 

Thoughts As Waves 

 

What is the best asana for meditation? OSHO comments on the sutra of the 
Atmapuja Upanishad that describes the relationship between mind and body:  

Nischal gyanam asanam 

Nonwavering knowing 

is asana – the posture 

“Man is neither a body nor a mind alone – he is both. Even to say that he is both is 
wrong in a way because body and mind are separate only as two words – existence 
is one. The body is nothing but the outermost core of your consciousness, the 
grossest expression of consciousness, and consciousness, on the other hand, is 
nothing more than the subtlest body, the most refined part of the body. You exist in 
between.  

“These are not two things,but two ends of one thing. So whenever knowing 
becomes nonwavering, the body is also affected; nonwavering knowing creates a 
nonwavering body. But vice versa is not true. You can impose nonwavering on the 
body, but the knowing will not become nonwavering…. 

The Nonwavering Body 

“Body posture became very important because we are body-oriented…. Even those 
who say,’We are not bodies,’ their thinking, their mind, remains tethered to the 
body…. Asana means giving your body a posture in which the body becomes 
nonwavering, still. It is supposed that if the body is still, then the mind will go into 
stillness.  

“This is not true – the contrary is true. If the mind becomes still, then the body 
becomes still. And then a very mysterious phenomenon happens:if the mind is still, 
you can go on dancing but your body will remain still. If your mind is not still, you 
can be just dead but still the body will be wavering, because the mind wavering  



 

creates subtle vibrations which come to the body and the body goes on wavering 
inside. Try it: you can sit just like a statue – dead, ston-like. Close your eyes and feel. 
Outwardly, no one can say that your body is wavering, but inwardly, you will know 
that it is. A subtle trembling is there. Even if it cannot be detected from the 
outside,you can feel it from the inside.  

“If your mind is totally still, then even if you are dancing, you will feel from inside 
that the body is still. A buddha is still even when he is walking, and a non-buddha is 
not still even when he is dead. The vibrations come from your centre; they originate 
from you, and then they spread towards the body. The body is not the originator, it 
is not the source, so you cannot stop them from the periphery. You can impose, you 
can practice, but inside there will be turmoil – and this imposing will create more 
conflict than stillness.  

“So this sutra says that to practice meditation, a posture, a still posture, is needed. 
But what do we mean by a posture? This sutra says that a nonwavering knowing is 
the posture. If the mind is nonwavering, then you are in the right posture. In that 
right posture everything can happen. 

“So, don’t deceive yourself by creating bodily imitations. You can create them; that 
is very easy. To impose stillness on the circumference, on the periphery, is very easy, 
but that is not your stillness. You remain in turmoil, you remain wavering. It is from 
the centre that the waves must not come.  

“What is this nonwavering knowledge? It is one of the deepest secrets. To 
understand it, we will have to go deep into the very construction of the mind.  

Thoughts as Waves 

“The mind has many types of thoughts. Every thought is a wavering, every thought is 
a wave. If there are no thoughts, then the mind will be nonwavering. A single 
thought, and you have trembled. A single thought, and you are not still. And a single 
thought is not a single thought, it is a very complex phenomenon. A single thought is 
created by many waves; even a single word is created by many waves. So only when 
there are many waves in the mind is a single word created, and a single thought has 
many words. Thousands and thousands of ripples create one thought.  

“Thought is the outermost, but waves have preceded. You become aware only when 
waves become thoughts because your awareness is so gross. You cannot be aware  



 

when waves are pure waves, still in the formation of becoming a thought. The more 
you will become aware, the more you will feel that thought has many layers. The 
thought form is the last. Before thought, there are seed waves which create the 
thought, and before the seed waves, there are still deeper roots which create seeds.  

“Seeds create thoughts. At least three layers are very easily visible for a conscious 
mind. But we are not conscious, we are asleep. So we become aware only when 
waves take the grossest form – thought. As far as we know, thought seems to be the 
most subtle thing. It is not. Thought really has become a thing. When there are pure 
waves, you cannot even detect what is going to happen or what thought is going to 
be created in you.  

“A single thought implies thousands of waves, so we can conceive how much we are 
wavering – continuous thinking, not a single moment of no thought, one thought 
followed by another constantly, no gap. So we are really a wavering phenomenon, a 
trembling phenomenon…. This thought process is the process of wavering. So 
nonwavering means a no-thought state of mind.” 

An edited extract from Osho, The Ultimate Alchemy, Vol. 1, Talk #5 – A Still Mind: 
The Door to the Divine 
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